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Objectives

The Usability Working Group is interested in discovering how
other libraries and social web developers have designed and
implemented bookmarking and tagging.

Methodology

Method – Comparative Evaluation
Usability Interns researched popular platforms that are
currently providing online bookmarking and tagging services.
Attention was paid to how these sites handle issues known to
exist in MTagger as well as how these tools provide users with
features that go beyond MTagger’s current implementation.
Dates of study: June 2008

Results &
Analysis

Many tagging systems incorporate features for organizing and
using tags that emphasize tagging as a productivity tool with a
high degree of social interactivity and which cater towards
information-encountering more than traditional searching.

Recommendations

MTagger should consider the application of the presented
features, particularly those related to organizing and displaying
tag information and building collaborative communities, to
distinguish it from the “competition” and more fully meet the
needs of the University of Michigan community.
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Introduction
As social bookmarking and tagging applications become more prevalent throughout the
Web, they become increasingly diversified. Tagging systems designed for increasingly
specific user bases, functions, or application of tagging are emerging. As new systems
emerge, new innovations and interfaces are developed in an effort to more precisely
apply tagging to the variety of emerging settings. MTagger is an example of a tagging
system designed for a specific user base and a specific application of tagging: to create a
folksonomy from the University of Michigan’s library resources and incorporate outside
Web resources into that folksonomy for use by the Michigan community. By evaluating
some tagging systems with perceived relevance to MTagger, it is hoped that greater
insight can be attained into tagging behavior, interface design, and how best to develop a
tagging system which meets the needs of MTagger’s specific user group.
Five systems were identified as having important relevance to MTagger:
•

CiteULike’s audience resembles the academic and research community that
MTagger also seeks to serve, although on a larger scale.

•

del.icio.us is the most popular social bookmarking system on the Web, and it was
felt that an evaluation of its success would prove useful, even though it has the
broadest target user group of all Web users tagging all Web content.

•

PennTags most resembles MTagger in that it is a tagging application developed
within a University library Web system.

•

LibraryThing for Libraries, a library-based tagging application used
predominantly in public libraries; and

•

Libmarks, another library-based tagging application.

Each of these systems was explored exhaustively, with tasks simulated and specific
points of comparison with MTagger’s interface sought out. Each site is summarized
below, noting the key features of relevance to MTagger and insights into possible
applications of these features in MTagger.

Findings
CiteULike
http://www.citeulike.org/
CiteULike is a social bookmarking application designed for tagging, storing and sharing
articles from academic journals. It is meant for use in an academic setting by students,
teachers and researchers as a way to collaborate on projects and build communities
around those with shared interests and research goals.
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Important features
•

CiteULike presents a tag cloud as a box on the upper right hand side of every
page, making it viewable from the top of the screen without scrolling. This tag
cloud presents the “most active” tags, and has another search field within the tag
cloud, which lets users filter down just the tags within that cloud. So as a user
begins to type, non-matching tags instantly disappear with each letter entered.
When viewing a particular user’s or group’s tags, this tag cloud on the right only
lists that user’s most active tags.

•

A search field is at the top right corner of every page. Entering queries into this
field brings the user to a page which lists three sets of results. First, a list of all
users who have a relationship to the search query (such as having tagged an item,
or the query is a user name or they belong to a group related to the query).
Second, a list of groups related to the query is presented. Third, a list of items
related to the query. In most cases this is a list of items with a given tag, but the
search function searches all metadata for matches and displays those results. The
results are not presented in any distinguishable order; while it appears that more
recent items and more popular items are likely to appear at the top of the search
results, the exact formula is not evident. There is no way to sort the results.

Omnipresent
tag cloud

Randomized
search results

•

Upon initially registering for CiteULike and tagging one’s first item,
CiteULike opens a popup window where a tag can be entered. After clicking
“Post,” within the same popup window, CiteULike offers the user the chance
to either close the window or go to their personal “Library” of tagged items.
Text explaining this option is presented in the popup window, along with a
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hyperlink in the text. If the user wants to close the window, they just close it
as they would any window in a browser. If the user chooses to see their
library, the library opens up in the popup window. The size of the window is
not an issue, as the library fits nicely and is easily viewable. But as it is a
popup window, the browser’s toolbars and buttons do not appear. After the
user posts their first article, this option is no longer presented. Instead, only
the option to close the window is offered.
•

CiteULike attempts to focus on the social, collaborative nature of academic
work and promotes the benefits of building collaborative communities around
research and academics. A user must create a “profile” when registering
which requests the user’s affiliation, interests, photograph and any other
information the user wishes to provide. CiteULike also allows users to create
groups based on specific interests or projects. Groups can collaboratively tag
and manage articles. Users can also establish “connections,” similar to adding
“friends” in Facebook. CiteULike also keeps track of “neighbors,” or users
who have tagged the same item.

Applications to MTagger
CiteULike has important relevance to MTagger because they are aimed at serving
similar communities. Both are systems meant to give users in an academic and
research setting have access to information by developing folksonomies for
academic material. CiteULike’s focus on building communities and on the social
nature of this work is especially noteworthy and differs from MTagger’s
approach. CiteULike feels that the productivity value of tagging is greatly
enhanced by building communities and groups of users with shared interests and
goals. MTagger does not incorporate the features used by CiteULike that build
these types of communities and promote the “social” side of tagging.
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CiteULike’s features create an interface which fosters an “information
encountering” approach to information seeking. CiteULike does not work
efficiently as a way to find a specific article. Search results are not presented in a
clear order, there are no filters or easy ways to sort results, and often unnecessary
metadata is searched and affects the results. This greatly contrasts with MTagger,
in which search results are presented in clear order, can be filtered, and very little
metadata is included which can skew results. An important question which arises
from this contrast is which approach is a better fit for tagging in an academic
setting. The MTagger approach may be somewhat more consistent with its users’
conceptualizations of information retrieval and previous experience, as it more
closely mirrors a traditional database retrieval system, with the important
distinction being a user based approach to cataloguing in place of librarians. But it
is possible that this system is redundant to the more established library retrieval
systems, which may explain why CiteULike has taken a less traditional approach.
CiteULike’s system should allow for significantly more serendipitous information
encountering because of the way it positions users with similar interests and goals
closely to each other and encourages them to share information and interact.
MTagger stands to benefit from examining the potential effects of incorporating
more social networking aspects into the application as a way to distinguish
tagging from other facets of the library system as a unique approach to
information seeking which can enhance productivity.

del.icio.us
http://del.icio.us/
The social bookmarking Web application del.icio.us is a tool for tagging, organizing and
sharing bookmarks. It is built for all Web users to bookmark items from the entire Web.
Important features
•

del.icio.us does not feature a tag cloud on its home page, instead displaying a
list of “hot items.” Nor does a tag cloud appear when viewing a particular tag.
A tag cloud consisting of all the user’s tags appears on the right side of each
user’s page. Also, underneath each bookmark, a link is provided to view the
user notes and the recent tagging history of that particular item. On that page a
tag cloud of “common” tags, or tags which the item has been given, is
displayed. An interesting aspect of the del.icio.us tag cloud is the ability to
switch between viewing tags as a cloud or as a list. Viewing as a list shows all
tags in order of the number of items under that tag, with the number appearing
to left of the tag in the list. The cloud does not list the number but visualizes it
by adjusting the size of the text in relation to the tag’s popularity. Switching
between the two views does not affect the content in the main center section
of the window. All changes occur within the tag cloud.
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•

A search field appears at the top right of every page along with a drop down
menu to allow the user to search in all of del.icio.us just their own bookmarks,
or the Web. Searching in del.icio.us searches tags as well as link titles. Search
results display any items the user has tagged at the top, followed by other
items displayed in no apparent order.

•

del.icio.us promotes itself as a tool for maintaining access to bookmarks from
any computer, as well as a way to “discover” the things that others have
already found. It emphasizes the personal motivations for tagging and
bookmarking but encourages people to have fun looking at and discovering
what other people find interesting.

•

del.icio.us offers a “posting history” which allows the user to see an
approximate history of who has tagged an item and when, grouped by month.

Applications to MTagger
MTagger and del.icio.us are highly comparable applications that serve a similar
function on two different scales. del.icio.us serves the entire world across the
entire Web, whereas MTagger serves the University of Michigan community and
is focused mostly on University library resources. A comparison of the two
should seek to explain the extent to which MTagger improves upon what
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del.icio.us provides to focus on the needs and attributes of its distinct user base. In
other words, why should a member of the Michigan community use MTagger
when del.icio.us is available?
Currently, the most significant advantage to MTagger is its relationship with the
library catalogue and collections. However, this relationship could theoretically
be replicated in del.icio.us, at a cost of lower accessibility to the Michigan
community. It is evident from the comparative evaluation with del.icio.us that
MTagger may suffer from a lack of distinction from del.icio.us, which may be
contributing to its low use. Where MTagger allows the users to tag items and
store that list of items organized by their own tags, del.icio.us offers the same
opportunity to users in addition to bookmarking, sharing and other social features.
Exploration of ways that MTagger can distinguish its purpose and more precisely
match the needs of its specific user base is strongly recommended. In particular,
examining ways to tighten the already existent Michigan community in its
academic and research goals could prove to be highly valuable to MTagger.
There are elements of the del.icio.us interface that may also provide insight into
improvements of MTagger’s interface. The customizable tag cloud, with two
forms of viewing tags, could potentially benefit those users who are as of yet
unfamiliar with tagging or may not understand exactly what a tag cloud
represents, while still allowing experienced users to see information in a more
visualized manner. Also, the “posting history” employed in del.icio.us provides
useful information to the user regarding the timeline of a particular tag.

PennTags
http://tags.library.upenn.edu/
PennTags is a social bookmarking tool designed by The University of Pennsylvania to
assist its educational community by allowing students, faculty and staff to organize
information both within and beyond the university’s library resources using tags. Users
can locate materials using library search tools or via the Web, tag these items with
relevant keywords, create projects, and continue to interact with the tags of other Penn
users.
Important features
•

The Projects option allows individual users to organize digital resources in a
focused fashion for their personal academic/productivity purposes.
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•

Users can create Posts, which are essentially user-defined content (no library
records or URLs) such as Notes-to-Self, or annotations.

•

PennTags makes use of pop-up windows to handle display and access of
Tags, Projects and Users; re-directs open a new tabbed window.
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•

Mouse-overs on individual tags display the frequency with which that
particular keyword has been applied throughout the system.

Application to MTagger
In feedback from interviews, potential and representative users of MTagger have
expressed interest in the ability to organize tags in more intuitive and personalized
ways similar to the Projects which PennTags currently provides its users. One
interviewee described herself as an ‘anti-social bookmarker’ who had switched
from applications such as del.icio.us to Google Notebooks because it allowed her
to grab snippets of information rather than entire websites or articles. PennTags
Posts currently accounts for this type of use. The designers of MTagger may
want to consider this ability to build upon the predominant motivation of personal
productivity. Finally, to assist users in their search goals and to add an extra layer
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to assist with prioritization, the ability to view the popularity of any given tag up
front can make such processes all the more efficient.

LibraryThing for Libraries
http://www.librarything.com/forlibraries/
LibraryThing for Libraries provides libraries with a suite of powerful Web 2.0 features,
including book recommendations, listings of alternative editions, and tag-based
discovery. Libraries can embed this suite of features into their existing online catalogs; at
the item level record users can view the tags that LibraryThing users have applied to that
particular title, and also choose from among a listing of books that have been similarly
tagged within LibraryThing. Tags cannot be applied from within the Library’s catalog.
Important features
•

Displaying items and titles at the item record level which have been similarly
tagged along with the item being displayed is a helpful and intuitive way to
assist, intrigue and impress a user all at the same time. Placing these
alternative titles in close proximity to a tag cloud also communicates the
association and makes the tag metaphor more clear to unseasoned users.

•

Clicking on a tag at the item record level opens a new window and dulls the
display in the background. The new window permits the user to see all the
items in the catalog which have been tagged with that keyword, shows all the
tags for the current item under inspection, and lists the tags for items which
were similarly tagged.
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Application to MTagger
Currently MTagger suffers from a number of users being unable to make an
association between tags and the items under display in the library catalog. To
make matters worse, it appears that the concept of tagging in general is not
immediately intuitive to many users. LibraryThing for Libraries’ approach to
displaying similar items using the power of user-defined tags (at the same time
that they conceal this mechanism), as well as placing it in proximity to a tag
cloud, communicates the expansive power of tags in a very subtle but obvious
way. Opening a new window in the context of the currently displayed item record
allows the user to consider the new options available to them without getting
enticed away from their previous search.

LibMarks (SpringShare)
http://demo.libmarks.com/
LibMarks is a social bookmarking application that can be added to an existing library
catalog with a snippet of JavaScript code. Subsequently, any item record that a user
encounters that seems interesting or helpful for their purposes allows them to save it to
LibMarks, and apply tags at their leisure for easy reference later. Within their LibMarks
account users can organize their saved items from within the library and across the web,
as well as share their items with other LibMarks users. LibMarks uses a popularity
scheme for its saved items similar to Digg.com, and ranks the most active users.
Important features
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•

LibMarks provides users with the ability to email any of their contacts directly
from within the system and alert them to an item of interest.

•

LibMarks displays the top ten most active users within the sidebar of the user
interface to applaud current users and introduce the motivation of competition
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•

Items which have been saved are prioritized by the number of times that
subsequent users have saved that item and endorsed the value of its contents

Application to MTagger
MTagger has struggled with finding a structured way for the system to build upon
its current user base. As with many Web 2.0 applications and systems, 90 percent
of MTagger’s power is wielded by 10 percent of its users and is marked by a high
abandonment rate. MTagger needs a mechanism to encourage further use.
LibMarks offers one possible solution by making it possible for current and
enthusiastic users to email discovered material to their co-workers, fellow
students, friends and acquaintances. Furthermore, to help push MTagger into the
realm of those who enjoy tagging as a means for self-promotion and influencing
users and communities, the ability to applaud various users for the value of the
information they have discovered and endorsed is essential. Currently, LibMarks
offers two intuitive implementations for doing so that should be considered: a
simple user rating system that serves synchronously as a bookmarking action, and
displaying the system’s most active and/or reliable users.

Conclusions
Having observed a number of features across a host of social bookmarking/tagging
applications that have similar goals and user bases to MTagger, two primary areas stand
out wherein these alternative applications are serving their users more appropriately.
The first area pertains to the degree to which these applications have incorporated a
number of features to help their users organize their own materials intuitively, as well
make connections with one another over shared intellectual interests. Features such as
PennTags’ Projects and CiteULike’s Groups are two great examples of this expansion
beyond the simple collecting ability that defines MTagger at the present time.
Furthermore, it is clear that some sites such as LibMarks, with its e-mail feature, have
seized upon the evangelistic nature that tends to characterize heavy Web 2.0 users and
created the ability for users to reach out to those in their sphere of influence and either get
the attention of fellow bookmarkers, or even advertise the system itself –which improves
the possibility of signing on more users and expanding the base. One other characteristic
of these users that is evident upon comparing these sites is that they also enjoy
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associating themselves, through some form of identity construction via a Profile (as in
CiteULike), as well as having their reputations rewarded (such as with LibMarks’ ‘Most
Active Users’). Other examples are detailed above, but the overriding imperative is that
MTagger must realize that its niche is the University of Michigan academic community,
and its heaviest users are bound to be those who take their information gathering and repurposing very serious and are savvy and excited about information sharing. These users
need better tools and resources to accomplish their goals. Currently MTagger does a
wonderful job of offering users of all levels of familiarity and experience with tagging a
basic set of features. Enhancing the system with new functions like those mentioned
above holds the potential for not only sufficiently meeting the needs of its core user base,
but building up the capabilities of its fringe users and bringing new users into the fold.
The second area in which the sites under observation were serving their users more
appropriately involves the way in which the display and application of tags and items is
made available to the user. Across most of the sites being compared to MTagger, the tags
themselves are made visible to the user in groupings that are easily digestible. At the
impersonal level, before a user has signed on to begin tagging items or viewing their
personal bookmarks/tags, the user is typically given groupings of tags under some
organizational scheme such as Random, Most Popular, Most Recent, etc. Juxtaposed
alongside these ordered displays of tags, the user is often served up a number of items
which have previously been tagged within the system—although in a much more random
fashion (as with del.icio.us, CiteULike, and LibMarks). It is the serendipitous nature of
item-level display that seems to be the highlight of social bookmarking/tagging
applications. The idea is that information finds the user, and not the other way around.
Currently, MTagger appears to be attempting to embed its tagging capabilities within the
process of narrowly searching the library resources. Greater effort should be made to
introduce an element of informational chaos into MTagger, if for no other reason than to
give users a deeper sense and purpose behind the concept and impetus of tagging. This
can be implemented, as shown through the example of these comparative sites, without
detracting from the more personal organizational goals that also attend MTagger.
Beyond these two major areas from which MTagger can benefit from considering, there
are a number of other smaller improvements that are touched upon in the body of this
report. One example is the ability to tag user-defined notes and not strictly library records
or URLs; and there are several others. The Usability Working Group and the designers of
MTagger would do well to take their time to consider such elements and revisit the sites
inspected above for further insights.

